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----- CHARACTERISTICS 1. Action RPG Players’ actions directly affect the outcome of the story.
Some characters can be made to perform special actions to amplify the player’s ability. 2. Main
Character Incites. Tarnished is a 15 year-old slave girl who went to the Eastern Kingdom with her
friend and has been saving money ever since. Her body has been saved from being ravaged and
drugged, but she still has a weak body and can barely take a full offensive against the enemy in
the Lands Between. With her friend, she has been wandering the Lands Between for 12 years,
and it is through this experience that she can resolve the mystery of her past. 3. Actions Made
Easy with Easy to Use Battle System The main features of the battles are the action points (AP)
system, which includes attack, defense and spells, and the automatic character control system,
which allows for easy movement while maintaining player control. 4. Special Action Systems
Included There are 12 new action systems to collect in addition to the 12 actions in the basic
battle system. As you progress in the game, you can find a variety of actions, ranging from a
variety of body control actions to powerful attacks. 5. Handmade Map with Various Unique
Elements An endless map that has never seen in any other RPG. The map has various elements
for a game with a depth of open-world feeling. 6. Big Adventure With Dark and Dangerous
Fantasies The adventure that follows takes place in an atmosphere where the air pressure is
high, and the background is dense with darkness and danger. Here is an amazing and exciting
game with a full story that will keep players enthralled. 7. [Galactic Wars 2] The grand sequel to
the popular title, [Galactic Wars]. 8. Story-Driven Driven by the Feel of the World The main
theme is to solve the mystery of the past, and it is so that players will feel the drama of
overcoming the adversity of the Lands Between. 9. Human Facing Characters with Strong Visual
Effects The characters’ performances of voice and graphics were carefully designed to create a
sense of reality. This game will make you feel as if you are actually looking at the characters. 10.
Card-Style Action RPG “The card-style action RPGs of the past such as [Soulcalibur] and [Devil
May Cry] are making a comeback!”
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Elden Ring Features Key:
Completely New Fantasy Action RPG An action RPG where you will be rewarded for fighting
battles for the glory of your character.
A Player Character That Can Still be Effective As an RPG, you will be growing your character via
experience and the equipment that you acquire. You are able to customize your character's
appearance while retaining your battle power. Gain all kinds of benefits and strengths to become
a powerful and effective adventurer!
The Best Additions to an Action RPG A unique battle system. Real-time battle. With very fast and
smooth battle mechanics. All-new after-battle system with attack/defend. Will you think "Wow!"?
Players who have enjoyed the previous Ashenia games.
Enjoy Your Adventure Together With Friends Connect with your friends via the Yahoo! Groups.
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Talk to them at the Yahoo! Community or enjoy the voice chat while you are adventuring. 

In addition, we invite you to follow us @ASHENIAGMD.
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